When “Nothing” Goes Missing: The Impotent Censorship of Helkiah Crooke’s Mikrokosmographia

by Jillian Linster
The issue under discussion in this paper is a matter of an illustration that appears in
different forms in two separate editions of an early modern anatomy manual,
Mikrokosmographia by Helkiah Crooke. As a student of English literature, I first became aware
of this book when I noticed its frequent use as a reference for early modern scholars looking for
a contemporary medical volume to provide insight on early seventeenth-century views on the
human body and related topics. Although these references to the book were frequent, they also
varied widely in the information they provided about this book and its author. When I
investigated further, I discovered that although Mikrokosmographia was a commonly referred-to
text, little scholarly work had been done on the book itself. The more time I spent trying to
understand this text and where it came from, the more fascinated I became with the story
surrounding the book and its author. My exploration of Crooke and his book has expanded in
several directions, but most recently I noticed the discrepancy in these images, and, again, the
more I tried to understand the significance of this, the more complicated I realized the issue was.
So, while I hope to provide some insight on the events surrounding the production of this text and
the factors contributing to this anomaly, I by no means have the full picture uncovered yet.
In May of 1612, the London printer William Jaggard—he who would later print
Shakespeare’s First Folio—was suffering from syphilis. There is evidence that the disease had
plagued him for at least a year prior. The Sloane Manuscripts at the British Library record the
history of the cure he finally sought, which included mercury treatment; it is unclear whether it
was the disease itself or a side-effect of this unsuccessful remedy that caused his blindness, but
by 1613 Thomas Milles, one of Jaggard’s clients, noted that the printer had lost his sight
(Willoughby 102-03).
The Sloane Manuscripts do not clearly identify the physician who treated Jaggard for his
syphilis, but it is not unreasonable to think that it may have been Dr. Helkiah Crooke, who made
Jaggard’s acquaintance about the same time. Whether the nature of their initial relationship was
that of doctor and patient or otherwise, the two men seem to have become friends. Jaggard, the
son of a barber-surgeon, planned to print an English translation of Ambrose Paré’s surgical
works. He invited Crooke to provide a brief introduction to this volume, but the physician had
other ideas. Crooke convinced Jaggard to set aside the Paré translation and instead publish a set
of material Crooke had apparently been compiling for some time. This work, an expansive
anatomical treatise comprised of translations out of various continental authors as well as
Crooke’s own judgments, observations, beliefs, and commentary, was printed in 1615 under the
title Mikrokosmographia: A Description of the Body of Man (O’Malley 5-6).
In 1615 Jaggard printed two small books for Nicholas Bourne and an edition for Simon
Waterson as well as two books he issued himself. One was a book of sermons, and the other (far
more expensive) volume was Crooke’s Mikrokosmographia (Willoughby 105-06). Folio sized
and over 1,000 pages in length, Crooke explains in his preface that it had grown “too chargeable
to the Printer” and he was only able to have printed thirteen of the sixteen “books” (or sections)
into which his manuscript was divided (❡2v).1 Jaggard himself complains in his own note “The
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Printer to the Reader” that he printed the book “to my no meane care and cost” (Qqqq4r). A
significant portion of this cost would have been due to the numerous engravings that illustrated
the book’s pages, woodcut imitations of well-known images appearing in the anatomical works
of Vesalius, Valverde, and others. Later bibliographers have described Mikrokosmographia as
“large and costly” and “expensive and slow selling” (Willoughby 106, 114). It is clear that the
production of this book represented a significant amount of work and effort on Crooke’s part and
substantial risk and investment for Jaggard.
First, however, the proposed book had to be submitted to the Bishop of London, John
King, to be approved for licensing (Clegg 63). A copy was in the bishop’s hands by November
1614, and he was not pleased with what he saw (O’Malley 7). King objected to both the text and
illustrations, but especially the illustrations, of two sections in particular: books four and five,
titled “Of the naturall parts belonging to Generation” and “Of the History of the Infant, most
accurately described” (Crooke ❡3r). King first took his complaint to the College of Physicians,
the governing professional organization of which Crooke had been a member for less than two
years. The College had its own concerns; Crooke’s book was the first comprehensive anatomy
volume to be published in English. Not only did the physicians object to their specialized
medical knowledge being made available in the vernacular, but they particularly criticized the
use of English to describe the female anatomy and reproductive system. They also strongly
supported the bishop’s opposition to the book four illustrations, labeling them “indecent”
(O’Malley 7-8).
According to C. D. O’Malley, “The result was a decision that the President of the College
[of Physicians], Sir William Paddy, and one of the Censors, Dr. Edward Lister, should wait upon
the Bishop of London to propose that . . . Mikrokosmographia should not be published at all and
that some compensation be awarded the publisher for the costs he had endured; or, at the very
least, book four be deleted” (8). The College summoned Crooke to appear before them, who
deigned to not do so until a full month later. The Annals of the College do not note what
occurred at that meeting, although they do mention that Crooke still owed the fee due for his
election as a Candidate almost two years earlier. However, Crooke must have refused to make
the demanded changes, as the College then attempted to intimidate Jaggard the printer. They
made their threats to his wife Jane, who appeared before the College on her blind husband’s
behalf, informing her that Crooke’s anatomy was “completely condemned”; the college president
warned that if book four were published without change “he would burn it wherever he might
find it.” Jane must have conveyed this message back to her husband, but to no result. Finally, the
College delegated two of its Fellows, Drs. Giffard and Clement, to emend books four and five,
apparently in the hope that the author and publisher would accept these changes were they made
readily available. But none of the threats, warnings, or emendations was heeded, and in the
spring of 1615 Mikrokosmographia was published in its original form, apparently to no negative
consequence on behalf of either the College of Physicians or the Bishop of London (8).
The first edition of Mikrokosmographia, printed in 1615, was issued again in 1616 and
once more in 1618. Although the altered date and other small changes appear in the title page
and preface of these three separate issues, no extensive work has been done to identify whether
there are any changes to the body of the text in the later issues. However, a second edition,
clearly composited anew, appeared first in 1631 and was reissued in 1651. Crooke had died in
1648, and this final issue was notably late and arguably inadvisable, as by then a distinctly
English school of anatomy had been established and Crooke’s text was out of date as a medical
resource. The motivation for printing a second edition at all is not clear; by then Jaggard had
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been long dead, and the book was printed by Thomas and Richard Coates for Michael Sparke
(1631) and then by Richard Coates alone for John Clarke (1651). Apparently someone thought
they could profit from selling this volume; interestingly, it is the 1631 first issue of the second
edition of which there are the most extant copies. Given the state of English printing at this date,
it seems unlikely that Crooke would have had any hope of benefiting from the later edition, if he
even had anything to do with its printing.
As with the three issues of the first edition, to my knowledge there has been no
significant work done to compare the second edition to the first and assess the alterations. Some
simple observations are readily made; both issues of the second edition, while still folio-sized,
contain fewer pages, ending at 766. Most if not all of the same illustrations, apparently made
from the same woodblocks, appear in both editions. However, there is one significant difference
in the appearance of a single illustration, and it cannot be considered merely coincidental that it
is one of the very same illustrations that provoked the ire of the Bishop of London and the
College of Physicians.
The illustration in question features an anatomized female torso; lacking a head, arms,
and legs, only a neck and the severed stumps of limbs appear as appendages frozen in a
disconcertingly animated pose.2 As other scholars have pointed out, hair is a crucially gendered
feature in Crooke’s text, and this illustration includes the end of a ponytail hanging over one
shoulder.3 One breast is bare, the other flayed to show the subcutaneous layers.4 The stomach
and abdomen are fully splayed; the accompanying text explains this “Sheweth the lower Belly
the Guts being taken away . . . that the vessels serving for generation may the better be
discerned” (Crooke V2r).5 Between the severed thighs the pubic area is visible, and this is where
the discrepancy between the editions arises.
In all three issues of the first edition, this area of the woodcut illustrates the vaginal cleft
in full anatomical detail. However, in both issues of the second edition, this anatomical detail has
been removed, and all that remains in representation of the physical form is a blank space. The
letter “y” appears in order to refer the reader to the textual description of this part of the female
anatomy (which I have chosen not to include here, as it is neither accurate nor relevant). The
happenstance of this particular letter of the alphabet is amusing, however, as that is precisely the
question the viewer is left wondering upon seeing this altered version of the image: Why? Why
has this apparently offensive portion of the illustration been altered in the second edition of the
book but left intact in the first edition that was under a seemingly intense threat of censorship?
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The image is clearly in imitation of a much finer illustration that appears in Vesalius.
See Will Fisher, Materializing Gender in Early Modern English Literature and Culture.
4
Although breasts are mentioned in the chapters on reproduction, interestingly they receive full
attention in Crooke’s third book, the section devoted to “Nutrition and nourishment”; this implies
that the breasts matter primarily as they exist to feed to the (by default, male) infant and less as
they equip the woman to successfully reproduce in an era without baby formula.
5
The word vessel here refers not specifically to blood vessels but to the woman as vessel, the
parts of her anatomy that would physically contain the fetus.
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Fig. 1. Tabula VI, woodcut from Helkiah Crooke, Mikrokosmographia. On the left: First edition,
1615, p. 219. On the right: Second edition, 1631, p. 218. (Reproduced with permission from
copies held by the Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago; photographs by
the author of this paper.)
But the issue becomes even more complicated when we bring in another book that must
be a part of this investigation, one closely related to Mikrokosmographia. In 1616, the year of
Jaggard’s second issue of the first edition of Crooke’s book, the printer commissioned a
companion volume, a smaller octavo-sized epitome that was intended to broaden the audience of
the anatomy treatise. This volume was titled Somatographia Anthropine and authored by
Alexander Read, a Scottish surgeon living in London who would later become educated as a
physician as well.6 Read wrote a brief preface explaining that this smaller book is intended to
supplement or complement the larger.
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The fraught relationship between the physicians and the barber-surgeons during this time
period and Crooke’s role in negotiating among them is another important part of my larger
project but seems less relevant to the matter at hand here—although it may be a part of it, if the
image was altered specifically for the smaller volume intended for more widespread access by
the barber-surgeons (see conclusion).
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On the verso of each leaf is an illustration from Mikrokosmographia, apparently made
from the same woodblocks as were used in printing the larger book. At least one bibliographer
has conjectured that this may have been motivation for Jaggard to print this smaller version, that
he would gain additional financial return on the undoubtedly steep investment of the woodblocks
(Willoughby 114). On the recto of the next leaf facing that illustration is the indexed description
of the various elements of the body part pictured. Each set of pages is accordingly indexed to the
larger volume and includes a line of type directing the reader to the relevant portion of
Mikrokosmographia that will discuss the subject at greater length and in more detail.
Apparently Somatographia Anthropine had two target markets, one wealthier than the
other. For the barber-surgeons too poor to own a copy of Mikrokosmographia, the epitome made
it possible for them to purchase a version of the book. For those wealthy enough to own a copy
of both, the smaller version served as a handy portable copy of the hefty tome. This seems to
have been particularly relevant in the setting of the anatomy theater. The viewers’ proximity to
the body being dissected was determined by standing in the Barber-Surgeons’ Company, so that
the poorer, younger members of the audience were relegated to the furthest stands. While they
likely would have had difficulty viewing the proceedings and had no chance whatsoever to
benefit from the folio copy of Mikrokosmographia on the lectern, with a handy pocket-sized
anatomy text they could follow along with ease (Cregan 53-54). The success of this model can
be presumed from its own second edition, also taken on by Coates, printed in 1634 to accompany
the larger later edition.
However, this little book complicates the question of the altered illustration for one
simple reason: Both editions of Somatographia Anthropine include the illustration, but both
feature the altered version. This means that, despite the 1616 and 1618 issues of
Mikrokosmographia that retain full anatomical detail in the illustration under examination, the
1616 edition of the epitome shows the blank space.
I have done my best with the time and resources I have had so far in examining this issue
to determine whether the same woodblock was used in all of these imprints of this illustration.
There is more to be done in this regard in the way of overlapping high-quality digital scans and
calibrated measurements, which I am pursuing. But my best current guess, after examining
multiple copies and consulting experts with the aid of digital photography, is that the same
woodblock was used for all of these images. Along the way, other questions have been raised.
How and where might this woodblock have been used in the intervening years between 1618 and
1631? Who in particular would have had reason and interest to execute this kind of censorship?
Was the alteration perhaps even subtle enough that, without someone calling direct attention to
it, it may have gone generally unnoticed? And what was the point of making this change? We are
back to that letter again—“y y,” why?
In the title of this paper I have employed the early modern pun for female genitalia—the
idea that women have “no thing,” which of course carries all sorts of complicated connotations.
But I find something especially ironic about this particular instance of prudery (if that is indeed
what it is); if a woman has nothing there, what are you removing? Doesn’t the blank space, by its
very properties, emulate the feature you have tried to obliterate? And what particular anxieties
remain present if you can splay a woman open to expose all the inner workings of her
reproductive system but feel the need to obscure the location and appearance of the natural
channel into that space? Of course, I am further punning on the sexual nature of this censorship
by labeling this instance “impotent,” but I find the term particularly apt. I do not see any real
power enacted by this change, and it seems frustratingly backwards in the way it appears (in that
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the more explicit version appears first). But the word “impotent” in the seventeenth century
could also mean “Not master of oneself; unable to restrain oneself; . . . headlong, passionate”
(OED), and there is an evident sense in which this is an accurate representation of the fervor that
motivated someone to alter an image that had already widely been made public.
In the interest of demonstrating the significance of an inquiry such as this, let us accept
the assumption, for just a moment, that the same woodblock was used to produce all of these
images and that the block was altered for the first edition of Somatographia Anthropine. This
would mean that the second and third “issues” of the first-edition Mikrokosmographia appearing
in 1616 and 1618 are not subsequent issues at all but simply leftover copies of the first printing
for which new preliminaries were produced. We would have to re-think the claim that
Mikrokosmographia was “enormously successful” based on the subsequent issues (Birken n.p.)
and consider whether this might merely be an instance of a printing house trying to sell off
surplus stock. This would also impact our understanding of the relationship between the
physicians and the barber-surgeons; if this epitome was published precisely with the target
audience of poorer practitioners in mind, the alteration of the illustration may represent an
instance of specifically socioeconomic censorship. Regardless of how much we are ever able to
definitively determine about this textual discrepancy, it is clearly crucial that we continue to
pursue deeper comprehension of the historical and cultural currents that produced not only the
literary texts we study but also the contemporary references we use to help us understand that
literature.
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I have, to date, personally examined the following physical copies of Mikrokosmographia:
1615, University of Iowa; 1651, University of Washington; 1615, 1616, 1631, and 1651,
University of Chicago; and 1631 and 1651, University of Wisconsin. I have consulted with the
following librarians regarding the following copies: Shannon Supple, UCLA, 1651; Ron Sims,
Northwestern University, 1618 and 1631; Erin Blake, Folger, 1631 and 1651.
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